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GSM London loses licence to recruit non-EU students (20 April)
By Sara Custer: The Pie News: 20 April 2016
GSM London, formerly known as Greenwich School of Management, has lost its licence to
sponsor non-EU international students.
UK Visas and Immigration revoked GSM London’s Tier 4 licence this month because it
exceeded its visa refusal threshold, the college has said.
Read more

Bell, New Oriental partner for teacher training (19 April)
By Sara Custer: The Pie News: 19 April 2016
New Oriental Group, one of China’s largest education companies, has signed an agreement
with UK-based English language provider Bell, to provide teacher training programmes.
Read more
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America and Japan reporting big gains in Vietnamese
enrolment (20 April)
By ICEF Monitor staff: 20 April 2016
Short on time? Here are the highlights:
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The number of Vietnamese students abroad began to expand rapidly around 2006
and shows no sign of cooling off
Over the last two years, Japan and the US have seen gains of nearly 50% in their
Vietnamese enrolments
This continued growth is being fuelled by a hot Vietnamese economy, along with a
correspondingly rapid expansion of the country’s middle class, as well as persistent
concerns about the quality of higher education within Vietnam

Read more

CANADA New infrastructure programme for universities,
colleges (9 April)
By Marketwired: University World News: 09 April 2016
Canada’s Minister of Science Kirsty Duncan announced last week that the government would
launch the application process for a CAN$2 billion (US$1.5 billion) fund that will improve
research and innovation infrastructure at universities and colleges across the country,
reports Marketwired.
Read more
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Australia rolls out SSVF, 10-year visa to China (20 April)
By Sara Custer: The Pie News: 20 April 2016
In his first ever visit to China, Australian Prime Minister Malcom Turnbull courted Chinese
tourists and students by introducing fewer student visa categories and piloting a 10-year
visitor visa.
Read more
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INDIA Government releases first Indian university rankings (5
April)
By Yojana Sharma: University World News: 05 April 2016
The Indian government last week released its first ever ranking of publicly funded and
private higher education institutions even though it acknowledged that some data from
universities was incomplete during its evaluation of more than 3,500 institutions under four
categories – research universities, engineering institutions, management institutions and
pharmacy colleges.
Read more

Growing Chinese middle class projected to spend heavily on
education through 2030 (13 April)
By ICEF Monitor staff: 13 April 2016




China’s working-age population is projected to increase by another 100 million people
by 2030
Consumer spending within this group is expected to more than double over the same
period, effectively making it one of the most important consumer groups in the world
Education is a major category for this increased spending, and education spending for
those under 30 is projected to account for 12.5% of increased spending through 2030

Read more
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FRANCE Merger of elite Paris universities gets the go-ahead (14
April)
By Nic Mitchell: University World News: 14 April 2016
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Two of the most prestigious universities in Paris have agreed to merge by 1 January 2018.
The newly elected boards of Paris-Sorbonne and Pierre and Marie Curie universities voted
last week to formally commit to the plan following the re-election of pro-merger presidents at
both institutions.
Read more
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